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December 19, 2017
Shabbat Shalom To the Royal Family,
Right after Yehshua explained about the grains of wheat that fell upon various ground
conditions and then explained who those wheat grains are and how some multiplied 40, 60
and 100 fold as they taught others or did a work. He then tells you about the tares in relation to
that wheat which you are to be. That is someone who is doing a work and producing a crop to
show from this work you do.
Mat 13:24-30 Another parable He put forth to them, saying: “The kingdom of heaven is like a
man who sowed good seed in his field; but while men slept, his enemy came and sowed tares
among the wheat and went his way. But when the grain had sprouted and produced a crop, then
the tares also appeared. So the servants of the owner came and said to him, ‘Sir, did you not sow
good seed in your field? How then does it have tares?’ He said to them, ‘An enemy has done
this.’ The servants said to him, ‘Do you want us then to go and gather them up?’ But he said,
‘No, lest while you gather up the tares you also uproot the wheat with them. Let both grow
together until the harvest, and at the time of harvest I will say to the reapers, “First gather
together the tares and bind them in bundles to burn them, but gather the wheat into my barn.” ’ ”

A stalk of wheat produces an abundance of kernels that can be used to make bread and food.
But the darnel or the tare does not produce enough of a kernel to make it worth the effort to
harvest it to make food. The Tare takes up space and does not produce anything. It does not
do a work. It accuses and impedes the growth of the wheat taking the water and nutrients it
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needs to grow. Some of you are tares and you think you are wheat. You do not do any of the
work nor help others to do it and you prevent others from growing in the truth of the Torah. You
waste the time of those wheats that need to grow.
Yehovah has sent to us in these last days a test to see if we are going to obey Him or not. To
see if you are a wheat or a tare. Are you growing? Are you producing fruit? Are you helping
others to produce fruit? Are you obeying Yehovah? Are you accusing the Brethren? Are you
fighting with others about Torah? Are you a tare or the wheat?
As we explained last week the Great Falling away, the Apostasy that leads people away is
already underway. Preston McNutt put out an article last week that I think you might like to
read.
There are many anti-Missionaries today and well there should be. I would not want any Jew to
convert to Christianity nor to stop keeping the Sabbath and Holy Days. And here is the rub.
Some of you do not understand what I am saying.
If those who claim to be followers of Yehshua were to actually be following Him and obeying
Him and keeping the Torah then they could “win” more Jews to Yehshua. But is that the goal
here, to convert the Jew?
While in Israel this past fall I was introduced to a Jewish man by the name of Shlomo. He was
very interested in how I was converting Christian groups in Africa to the Torah. He used to be
one of these anti-Missionaries that confound and confused those Christians who go around
and try to convert the Jew to Christianity. So he was very interested to hear me explain the
Torah as I do to Christian groups in order for them to start to obey Yehovah. He found this very
intriguing. During our great conversation, a young Hebrew Roots man sat down and butted into
our conversation changing the subject. He was trying to convert the Jews to Hebrew Roots
and it was exactly the same as the Christians do only he now said Yehshua instead of Jesus. I
sat there and let him go on and on. Then Shlomo began to question some of his theology and
as a defense, the young man spoke the parable of Ephriam coming back to the Father and
how Judah was upset about this because they did not know Yehshua. Shlomo was about to
say something and I could see he was perturbed at this rude young man. So I jumped in and
asked him to repeat the parable.
He said the prodigal son Ephriam, found his senses and came home. His Father ran to him to
welcome him back and killed the fatted calf for him but not for the other son who is Judah.
Judah was angry according to this young man and also according to him, he did not get the
fatted calf because he did not believe in Jesus. He would then go on to say over and over that
the Jews had to convert to accept Yehshua or they would not be welcomed by the Father.
Really, I thought. Let us now read what it actually says.
Luke 15:1-32 Then He said: “A certain man had two sons. And the younger of them said to his
father, “Father, give me the portion of goods that falls to me.’ So he divided to them his
livelihood. And not many days after, the younger son gathered all together, journeyed to a far
country, and there wasted his possessions with prodigal living. But when he had spent all, there
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arose a severe famine in that land, and he began to be in want. Then he went and joined himself
to a citizen of that country, and he sent him into his fields to feed swine. And he would gladly
have filled his stomach with the pods that the swine ate, and no one gave him anything. “But
when he came to himself, he said, ‘How many of my father’s hired servants have bread enough
and to spare, and I perish with hunger! I will arise and go to my father, and will say to him,
“Father, I have sinned against heaven and before you, and I am no longer worthy to be called
your son. Make me like one of your hired servants.” ’ “And he arose and came to his father. But
when he was still a great way off, his father saw him and had compassion, and ran and fell on
his neck and kissed him. And the son said to him, ‘Father, I have sinned against heaven and in
your sight, and am no longer worthy to be called your son.’ “But the father said to his servants,
‘Bring out the best robe and put it on him, and put a ring on his hand and sandals on his feet.
And bring the fatted calf here and kill it, and let us eat and be merry; for this my son was dead
and is alive again; he was lost and is found.’ And they began to be merry. “Now his older son
was in the field. And as he came and drew near to the house, he heard music and dancing. So he
called one of the servants and asked what these things meant. And he said to him, ‘Your brother
has come, and because he has received him safe and sound, your father has killed the fatted
calf.’ “But he was angry and would not go in. Therefore his father came out and pleaded with
him. So he answered and said to his father, ‘Lo, these many years I have been serving you; I
never transgressed your commandment at any time; and yet you never gave me a young goat,
that I might make merry with my friends. But as soon as this son of yours came, who has
devoured your livelihood with harlots, you killed the fatted calf for him.’ “And he said to him,
‘Son, you are always with me, and all that I have is yours. It was right that we should make
merry and be glad, for your brother was dead and is alive again, and was lost and is found.’ ”

What did the Father say to the older son Judah?
‘Son, you are always with me, and all that I have is yours.

Judah is already with the Father and it is us Ephraimites who are eating in the pig trough of life.
Judah already keeps the Sabbath and Holy Days and Sabbatical years. They postpone or
keep them at the wrong time but they do keep them. We Ephrimaites have been worshiping
every tree and rock we could find and never kept any of the appointments of Yehovah. The
young man tried to respond that the Jews do not know Jesus/Yehshua. And I would counter by
saying they are already with Yehovah. They have always been with Him as the Parable says.
Yehshua was sent not to the Jews, but to the lost house of Israel. Not to the Jews but to us
worshiping trees and rocks and who are not keeping the Torah.
So why are you trying to convert the Jew. He is with the Father already.
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Mathew 15:21-28 Then Jesus went out from there and departed to the region of Tyre and Sidon.
And behold, a woman of Canaan came from that region and cried out to Him, saying, “Have
mercy on me, O Lord, Son of David! My daughter is severely demon-possessed.” But He
answered her not a word. And His disciples came and urged Him, saying, “Send her away, for
she cries out after us.” But He answered and said, “I was not sent except to the lost sheep of the
house of Israel.” Then she came and worshiped Him, saying, “Lord, help me!” But He answered
and said, “It is not good to take the children’s bread and throw it to the little dogs.” And she said,
“Yes, Lord, yet even the little dogs eat the crumbs which fall from their masters’ table.” Then
Jesus answered and said to her, “O woman, great is your faith! Let it be to you as you desire.”
And her daughter was healed from that very hour.

If this is true then why are you trying to convert the Jew to a paganized Christianity that does
not know the Torah to start with? The Jews already know the Torah for the most part. The
young man then took my sightedmoon business card and tossed it on the table and stormed
off. All of us come out the paganized Christian stinken thinken that we were a part of. Baptists,
Catholics, Pentecostals, Mormon, Jehovah Witnesses and a whole host of others
denominations. Most of us assume that when we come into this Hebrew walk we bring with us
those things, those understandings we had, those lies we were already taught. We then mix in
the lies of our false religion with the truth of the Torah. And that is where all of our problems
come from. Many people think they have to convert the Jew in order for them to be saved. But
that is not what the parable is showing us. What that parable is showing us is that Ephraim or
Christianity must convert to the Torah like the older brother Judah already is doing. Never mind
the fact that Judah does some things wrong. Yehovah will take care of that in His own divine
way. It is not for us to condemn them.
I am not trying to teach the Jews nor do I ever try to convert them to Jesus. That is not my
mission nor my calling. They are already with the Father.
We have anti-Missionaries because they are standing up against false Christian teachings.
The same false teaching some of you still espouse. To them now that you’re Torah observant
you are no different than the Christians. They have 2000 years of hate towards the followers of
Jesus.
But at first, after the death of Yehshua, we have read how thousands and thousands of Jews
were now believers. And this happened everywhere until Constantine came along and formed
Christianity in 325 CE and then the Jews stopped converting.
So now this week we have a lot to go through as we dismantle the anti-Missionary arguments
as taught by Tovia Singer from whom many of the other lesser known people have learned.
Many of the questions they put forward are the same ones Tovia uses. So we will address
some of them.
Once you get past the false Christian thinking, then you can see the pushback by Judah to that
false narrative. Once you understand the truth, then Judah will be able to sit and talk with you.
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Addressing the Anti-Missionary

Let’s get critical!
Foreword,
A little while ago, I was on an anti-missionary forum called Messiah Truth, where I have
engaged in some debates on different topics. There, one of the moderators placed a link on the
forum to a website where the lecture series of rabbi Tovia Singer called “Let’s get biblical” was
available online. So I downloaded it, put it on my I-Pod and started to listen to the series. At
first, I thought it was very amusing to listen to because it didn’t really raise questions about my
faith. I had heard most of the arguments he raises against the belief in God’s means of
salvation through Yeshua the Messiah. But as I listened to it a few times, it really started to
bother me because it seemed like he was getting very cocky, especially the remarks about
“leaving skid marks” were really outrageous. Also, I thought about all the people listening to his
lectures, who were not able to respond to his points he raises in those lectures, how they might
be shaken by what they hear. Then I thought of making a rebuttal and making it available
online as well. Because I am not that much of a speaker, I thought I could best make a rebuttal
in writing, which really took more time than if I would do it in speech. What really got to me is
that the stories rabbi Singer tells his audience are extremely one-sided and he presents his
case in such a way that you would think that Messianic Jewish believers have nothing to do at
all with the Tenach (the “Old Testament”) and his audience seems to fall for it time and time
again. At times he leaves information out or gives false information (predominately regarding
the Hebrew application), and contradicts himself by making up facts and presenting it as a neat
story, to give his audience the impression that he has a solid case for his views, as will become
clear as you read the rebuttals. This is especially apparent in the Isaiah 53 lecture.
I have tried to address every point of substance
and have not gone into every little detail of his
lectures. But I have done my best to provide
the “other side” of the coin where it was
relevant in light of the topic at hand and give
additional information that Rabbi Singer has left
out for obvious reasons. I don’t give the
mainstream Evangelical Christian position in
my responses. I am not an Evangelical
Christian so I can’t speak for them. In this
response, I have done my best to reflect the
Messianic Jewish views the best way possible and how things are viewed in the Tenach and
the New Testament from the Messianic Jewish perspective. I would encourage anyone to read
this with an unbiased view and observe the points made by Rabbi Singer and my points on this
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website and then draw your conclusion and ask yourself why rabbi Singer makes these onesided claims, when he is familiar with the Messianic Jewish position on many things he doesn’t
address in his lectures. So before you read my advice to you is: Forget about Oral Law (which
tends to favour the Rabbinic Jewish interpretations) and forget about the New Testament
(which tends to favour Messianic Jewish interpretations). Look at both sides with an unbiased
mind. Read openly and judge honestly.
Nakdimon
Psalm 110: Who is speaking?
Psalm 110: Who is speaking?
March 14, 2009
The Psalm 110 lecture of rabbi Tovia Singer’s “Let’s get Biblical” series is not about all of
Psalm 110 but about the first verse. It is also one of the easiest to refute, simply because it is
abundantly clear that David is the speaker here and speaks of the Messiah and of no one else.
This is one of the lectures where I really wanted to be in the audience asking the very same
question that was asked him. Namely, that there is more to the subject of this chapter than one
might think. Of course, he would tell me then that it was obvious from my question that I didn’t
read or understand a word of Hebrew. If you didn’t know already, this is the standard
antimissionary scare tactic. They will challenge you on the Hebrew! Although the rabbi is right
about one thing, which is that this verse doesn’t prove that the Messiah is God. But it does
affirm the view that the Messiah was to be more than human. Because who can be more than
King David? King David is the greatest king ever known to mankind. He was the king of kings.
And yet he speaks here of someone as “his lord/master”. There is not a king that can come
forth from the Gentiles, nor from the Jewish people, that could excel David. All the kings that
followed him, were always compared to him in their righteousness. As the rabbi said it correctly
“he was their measuring rod”.
You might say “this isn’t King David speaking, but the Levites for whom the Psalms were
written to sing in the Temple”, just as the rabbi claims, hereby following the reading of the
Ramban (aka Rabbi Moshe ben Nachman or Nachmanides). This is what the Ramban wrote
(emphasis mine)
King David was the composer who wrote the Psalms with the aid of the holy spirit. He
composed them for the purpose of having them sung before the altar of God. He himself did
not sing them, nor was he permitted to do so, for that function was forbidden to him by law of
the Torah. (Deuteronomy 18:6-7) Instead, he gave the Psalms to the Levites, so that they
would sing them. This is clearly written in the book of I Chronicles 16:7 Therefore, King David
perforce expressed the psalm in the language appropriate for the utterance by the Levites.
Thus, if King David had said; “The Eternal said to me”, the Levites repeating these words
would be uttering falsehood. Instead, it is proper for the Levite to say in the Temple: “The
Eternal saith unto my lord: (that is to King David) Sit thou at My right hand.” The purport of the
term ‘sitting’ is to state that the Creator, blessed be He, will protect him during his lifetime and
that He will save him and cause him to prevail over his enemies. So it was, for he lifted up his
spear against eight hundred, whom he slew at one time. This is the right hand of God.
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Is this reading actually valid? Let’s examine the text:

L’David, mizmor: N’um Yahweh l’adoni, shev limini; ad-asit oyveycha, hadom l’ragleicha 1
A Psalm of David.
The LORD saith unto my lord: ‘Sit thou at My right hand, until I make thine enemies thy
footstool.’
This is how Rabbi Singer’s argument goes: This is a verse speaking about King David, who
wrote it for the Levi’im (Levites) to sing in the Temple. And because he wrote it for them to
sing in the Temple it was necessary for him to write it from their perspective, because would
he write it from his perspective and said “the LORD said to me” and the Levi’im would say it
likewise, then they would be lying. So that’s why he wrote it from their perspective and
therefore had to write “the LORD said to my lord” referring to King David and then they would
be truthful. (9:00)
Again, we ask the question: Is this a valid reading? Let’s look at the validity of this claim:
It starts out with
(L’David mizmor) which means “a psalm of David”. It can also
mean ”a psalm for/to David”. This is actually subject of dispute. The more likely form is the
former, however, as mentioned, it can also mean the latter. The first claim is that it was
exclusively written for the Levi’im to sing in the Temple. Well, the common
phrase “lam’natseach” [for the leader], meaning the leader of the worship, is completely absent
here. We find it in a lot of Psalms. We find it in Psalm 51 through 65, for example. The second
claim is that this is written from the perspective of the Levi’im. But I couldn’t find one instance
where David did this. In fact, he had a lot of Psalms where he could have used this method of
writing. Let’s take the most striking example of all the Psalms: Psalm 51. This is a Psalm David
wrote after he had sinned greatly and taken Batsheva, the wife of the Hittite Uriah, whom he
murdered. He there goes all out to confess to God and what does he write?
Lam’natseach. Mizmor l’David
1 For the Leader. A Psalm of David;
This is beyond any doubt a Psalm written for the Levi’im to utter in the Temple. But what does
King David do next? You would think that, if the rabbis were right, he would go on to write from
the perspective of the Levites, right? Not so! He then goes on to speak from his own
perspective and not from the perspective of the Levi’im. So according to the reasoning of
Rabbi Singer and the Ramban, the Levi’im would be lying if they uttered this Psalm in the
Temple, because it didn’t happen to them, but to someone else, and therefore they couldn’t
sing this as if it happened to them. That would be misleading. But this is not at all implied by
the psalmist and this never occurred to him even once, otherwise, he would have written this in
the third person. Notice the expression in verse 16:
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Hatsileini midamim, Elohim
16 Deliver me from bloodguiltiness, O God….
Where is the perspective of the Levi’im when it is needed the most? How about Psalm 59?
Let’s look at how David writes there and never considers the perspective of the Levi’im:
1 For the Leader; Al-tashheth. [A Psalm] of David; Michtam; when Saul sent, and they
watched the house to kill him. 2 Deliver me from mine enemies, O my God; set me on
high from them that rise up against me. 3 Deliver me from the workers of iniquity, and
save me from the men of blood. 4 For, lo, they lie in wait for my soul; the impudent
gather themselves together against me; not for my transgression, nor for my sin, O
LORD.
Well, do you see David writing from the perspective of the Levi’im? I certainly don’t! And we
can’t imagine the Levi’im singing these Psalms, saying “Deliver him from his enemies” or
anything of that kind. So it’s obvious that David never considered their perspective in the first
place. And where does this leave the charge of deceit made by Rabbi Tovia Singer?
Absolutely nowhere! David wrote this Psalm, not for the Levi’im to sing in the Temple referring
to him, but what God said about the Messiah.
Then there is, of course, the charge of the New Testament account that the Messiah raises this
question to the Pharisees and says to them “if he is supposed to be the son of David, then how
come David calls him “lord”?” According to Rabbi Tovia Singer, this is an unlikely event
because the people who know a little Hebrew would point Yeshua to the fact that the two
“lords” aren’t the same. But is that the point Yeshua wanted to make? That both “lords” in that
psalm are the same and therefore the Messiah is God? Not at all! All he was trying to tell the
people is exactly what he said there; how come that David, the greatest of kings in the history
of all of Israel, calls the Messiah, who is supposed to be his son by many generations, his lord?
So whether the first lord and the second lord are or aren’t the same has never been the
question. The question was if the Messiah is actually King David’s lord, then what does this tell
us about the Messiah? So it is clearly demonstrated that Rabbi Tovia Singer is totally wrong in
his analysis and wrongly points us to the Ramban. But because it is the Ramban, the rabbi
takes his analysis as the absolute truth and doesn’t ask any questions. If he would have been
half as critical towards the commentary of the Ramban as he was to the New Testament, he
would have seen that this analysis is, sad but true, wrong and therefore their conclusion is
false. Apart from HaShem, it is the Messiah and the Messiah only who is David’s lord. Who
else fits the bill?
What then do we make of rabbi Tovia Singer’s claims? They are totally untrue!
Zecahriah 2:10-Who is Pierced?
Zechariah12:10 – Who is pierced?
March 14, 2009
Taken from Nakdimon’s page. Nakdimon, who is a Dutch Messianic Jew is the original author
of this article.
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Here is the actual link: http://www.geocities.ws/nakdimonspage/zecharyah1210rts.html

Zechariah12:10 – Who is pierced?
In this essay, we will examine more claims of rabbi Tovia Singer and see if they are accurate.
This time we are going to look at Zechariah 12:10. This verse is also quoted in the New
Testament. Let’s take a look at it from Zechariah:

Wehibitu elai, et asher-daqaru, wesafdu alaaw, kemisped alhayachid,
wehamer alaaw, kehamer al-habechor
and they shall look unto Me because they have thrust him through; and they shall mourn for him,
as one mourneth for his only son, and shall be in bitterness for him, as one that is in bitterness for
his first-born.
Charge #1: John needed to change Zechariah 12:10 to make it fit Yeshua. (2:45)
This is the first claim of rabbi Tovia Singer. But did John really have to change the text? The
way John quotes Zechariah 12:10 actually doesn’t change anything about the meaning of the
verse. The point John wants to make is that Yeshua is the pierced one. It would have been a
loose/lose situation anyway, cause had John quoted it as in Zechariah, then he would have
been accused of trying to say that Yeshua was God and that therefore God was pierced, etc,
you name the accusations. Instead, all John was trying to communicate to his readers is that
Yeshua is the pierced one.
Notice also that John doesn’t quote the entire verse, but leaves out the mourning part. John is
not saying that this prophecy is fulfilled there and then. He is trying to make clear that He is the
one they will look upon, the pierced one. It is in Revelation that he actually quotes the entire
verse including the mourning and then this prophecy will come to its fulfillment. But whether it
says “they will look upon me” or, “they will look upon him” makes no difference to the message
of John. Also, the verse from Zechariah doesn’t say that they will look upon the pierced one
there and then, meaning that the pierced one is pierced there and then. In order for them to
look upon the pierced one, he must be pierced first and when this will happen is not told in the
text. If this must still happen, then this will be very unusual in this time and age of guns and
missiles. Rarely is someone in current wars being thrusted through. Bottom line is that John
didn’t have to change anything to try to make Yeshua fit this prophecy. The point he wanted to
make remains the same.
Charge #2: Et asher (11:20)
Rabbi Tovia Singer claims that the words “et asher” means “because of the one”. Is this true?
And if it isn’t, is this just a slip of the tongue by the rabbi? Since there is an enormous pride in
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the anti-missionary community and an emphasis of knowledge of the Hebrew language, one
may be lead to the logical conclusion that rabbi Singer either knows enough Hebrew to know
what the meaning is or that rabbi Singer studied this out enough to know what he is talking
about and, most importantly of course, we would find nothing to contradict that view the
Tenach. The fact, however, is that rabbi Singer is completely wrong! The meaning of the words
“et asher” is totally dependent on the context it is written in. Meaning, that it depends on
whether it refers to a situation or it refers to a person. If it refers to a situation it means
“because of” or “regarding” or “that which” (or anything similar), but if it refers to a person it
means “whom” or “who” or “whosoever” (or anything similar).
I could find a total of 18 instances in 17 verses where the words “et asher” is used in relation to
a person and I have noticed one thing: not 1 single instance can it be translated with “because
of the one”, the translation rabbi Singer so confidently recommended, without making a total
mess of the verse. I will give you some key examples of the application of “et asher” which
clearly show the false claims of Rabbi Singer:

The first example from 1 Samuel 16:3 is a striking example of what I have been saying above.
The first “et asher” refers to a situation and is translated as “what”, whereas the second refers
to a person and can’t mean “because of the one”, but plainly “whom”. The last example of
Jeremiah has an exact same grammatical structure as Zechariah 12:10! I wonder how rabbi
Singer can put his strongly suggested translation in this verse if “et asher” really means
“because of the one”:
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So where does this leave the claim of Rabbi Singer? And I wonder how rabbi Singer can put
his strongly suggested translation in this verse if “et asher” really means “because of the one”.
How did he come to that conclusion? Fact is that rabbi Tovia Singer’s claim is false. The
correct translation of this verse is: “And they will look to Me, Whom/the One they have
pierced, …”. Since Rabbi Singer practically accuses others of not knowing Hebrew and
therefore unable to know the true meaning of certain words, didn’t Rabbi Singer really know the
meaning of the simple Hebrew words “et-asher” himself? I will let you decide if this was just a
“slip of the tongue” of rabbi Singer or that this was a deliberate attempt to misinform his
audience. But to me, this reveals to what lengths he will go to try to disprove Messianic Jewish
faith.

Additional comments
As for the interchangeable use of “Me” and “Him”, this is common in the Hebrew Bible. I would
point you to Genesis 18:17-19
And YHWH said: ‘Shall I hide from Abraham that which I am doing; seeing that Abraham shall
surely become a great and mighty nation, and all the nations of the earth shall be blessed in
him? For I have known him, to the end that he may command his children and his household
after him, that they may keep the way of YHWH, to do righteousness and justice; to the end
that YHWH may bring upon Abraham that which He hath spoken of him.’
In addition, I would like to address a common charge of anti-missionaries. It goes “Jews never
pierced Jesus, it was the Romans. So this prophecy couldn’t possibly be about Israel piercing
Jesus because nothing like that ever happened.”
This argument is also contrary the testimony that the Hebrew Bible gives us. Let’s look at the
story of David and Uriah in 2 Samuel 11. David sleeps with the wife of Uriah and wants to
cover up his adultery because he tried to have Uriah sleep with Batsheva so that people would
think that Uriah was the father of the child she was carrying. But when Uriah didn’t go along
with the game, David decided to get rid of Uriah in order to take Batsheva as his wife and all
would be well. So he ordered to have Uriah put in the line of fire in the war with the Ammonites
and make sure that he wouldn’t survive. And so happened. But look at how God thought about
this act of David in 2 Samuel 12:9;
Wherefore hast thou despised the word of YHWH, to do that which is evil in My sight? Uriah the
Hittite thou hast smitten with the sword, and his wife thou hast taken to be thy wife, and him thou
hast slain with the sword of the children of Ammon.
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So we see here that God smashes David for the death of Uriah although David was many
miles removed from the battlefield. However, God knows that David ordered and arranged the
death of Uriah and God reckoned it as if David himself had personally slain Uriah. Likewise,
there is no denying that Yeshua’s death was ordered and arranged by leading men amongst
the Jewish community.
Another common argument is the “mourning of the living”. This is how the anti-missionary
argument basically goes: “If Jesus was to appear and we would see him alive, then why would
we mourn? We would rejoice instead because Moshiach has finally arrived!”
I would say that, considering the way anti-missionaries think about Yeshua and all they have
spoken against him and how they have resisted him to the extent that his name is even
forbidden to be mentioned in a lot of traditional Jewish homes and is even a curse word!
(Remember that Hitler and Muhammad are names that aren’t banned from Jewish homes and
are persons that can be discussed freely!) If this same despised Yeshua would appear and
reveal himself as Moshiach, whom the Jewish people have been longing for, for centuries and
centuries and if everything we have said about him appears to be true and everything rabbinic
Judaism has been saying about him appears to be wrong, from the moment he was rejected
up until this day, do you really think that there would be a rejoicing? Just go to a search engine
on the internet and type in the word “anti-missionary” or “counter-missionary” and go to those
websites and see what is the basic consensus among those groups about Yeshua. Now bear
in mind that those aren’t words just to be making a statement, casual words. Those are words
from the very heart! If all that violent rejection of what would suddenly appear to be Moshiach
[i.e. Moshiach of “…
– Ani ma’amin…], all this time actually has been the rejecting of
the Anointed of YHWH, I doubt very strongly that there would be any rejoicing whatsoever
taking place. Just listen to the lectures of Rabbi Tovia Singer and his insults when he
repeatedly speaks about “leaving skid marks”! Just think about that, that when reality hits home
and reality shows that Yeshua is the One, Melech Moshiach ben David. What will your reaction
be?
What then do we make of rabbi Tovia Singer’s claims? They are totally untrue!
Isaiah 53-Who is this Servant?
Isaiah 53 – Who is this servant?
Part I: What rabbi Tovia Singer failed to tell his audience.
This chapter must be the most discussed section of any book of any religion at any time. There
has been much speculation about this chapter as to who is this servant the prophet is talking
about. Who IS this servant? Let’s consider the claims that Rabbi Tovia Singer comes up with to
prove that Isaiah 53 couldn’t be talking about Yeshua.
First I want to point to the fact that the rabbi always speaks of “fundamentalist Christians” or
“fundamentalist Evangelicals” when he speaks of the people that take their faith in the Messiah
of Israel seriously (1:50). All this because the word fundamentalist has a very negative charge.
Think of what he would say if CNN would cover a story about devout Orthodox Jews calling
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them “fundamentalist Orthodox Jews” all the time. Let’s go to the arguments Rabbi Singer
raises in the first part of his lecture and see if there is any truth to them.
Charge no 1: Who is speaking? (7:40)
Rabbi Singer raises the question to the audience about who they think is the speaker. The
people all come up with their options and the rabbi explains why their options won’t work. But
when someone says that Israel is the speaker, he denies that Israel is the speaker but fails to
explain why Israel can’t be the speaker! Why doesn’t the rabbi explain this as he did in the
other cases? Simply because he can’t. This is just subject to interpretation and therefore there
is no argument he can come up with besides theological preference. Israel can’t be the
speaker, because if it is then it can’t be the servant.
Charge no.2: Identity of the servant. (35:50)
Rabbi Tovia Singer wants to identify this servant and to know who this servant is, he comes
with an analogy about a book he read and started somewhere on page 273, where the book
spoke of a Danny and Sally. He didn’t know who they were so he started to back paddle as
little as possible to show who they were. So he does too with this servant. There is only one
problem with this analogy: that book spoke of specific names and there was only one Danny
and one Sally, but in the book of Isaiah has not but one servant. Isaiah, Eliakim and David are
also called Gods servant. Also curious is the fact that the rabbi says he wanted to back paddle
as little as possible and starts reading towards Isaiah 53 (37:15, 40:00) and deliberately skips
the one time the word “servant” is mentioned that is closest to the “4th servant song”,
namely Isaiah 50:10! And who is this servant?
4 The Lord GOD hath given me the tongue of them that are taught, that I should know how to
sustain with words him that is weary; He wakeneth morning by morning, He wakeneth mine ear
to hear as they that are taught. 5 The Lord GOD hath opened mine ear, and I was not rebellious,
neither turned away backward. 6 I gave my back to the smiters, and my checks to them that
plucked off the hair; I hid not my face from shame and spitting. 7 For the Lord GOD will help
me; therefore have I not been confounded; therefore have I set my face like a flint, and I know
that I shall not be ashamed. 8 He is near that justifieth me; who will contend with me? let us stand
up together; who is mine adversary? let him come near to me. 9 Behold, the Lord GOD will help
me; who is he that shall condemn me? Behold, they all shall wax old as a garment, the moth shall
eat them up. 10 Who is among you that feareth the LORD, that obeyeth the voice of His
servant? though he walketh in darkness, and hath no light, let him trust in the name of the
LORD, and stay upon his God. 11 Behold, all ye that kindle a fire, that gird yourselves with
firebrands, begone in the flame of your fire, and among the brands that ye have kindled. This
shall ye have of My hand; ye shall lie down in sorrow. (Is 50:4-11)
This servant is not Israel. Notice the last sentence where this servant speaks of “This
shall ye have from my hand; ye shall lie down in sorrow.” The servant is the speaker! How
can this be about Israel?
When it comes to the servant, rabbi Singer wants to disprove Yeshua and so he goes on to
emphasize the differences rather than the similarities. However, when it comes to Israel being
the servant he points us to the similarities but disregards the differences. But what do those
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similarities say? Nothing at all. We must keep in mind that the majority of the Tenach is about
the history of the relationship between God and His people Israel and that therefore there is a
lot written about Israel. So since there is so much written about Israel, there is a lot of material
that can be taken as a parallel to the servant. To illustrate what I mean, here are some
similarities between Cyrus and the Unnamed servant in the Servant Songs.
– Taken by the hand (45:1 – 42:6)
– Called by his name (45:4 – 49:1)
– he will make God known all over the world (45:6 – 49:6)
– he will cast down nations (45:1 – 52:15)
And this is from just 6 verses written about Cyrus in Isaiah 45 and I still could find up to 4
similarities, whereas there is much more written about Israel. Which means you can find
anything you want about Israel to apply to any situation at any time in history. Theologically,
though, you have a problem. Rabbi Tovia Singer’s examples of resemblance say absolutely
nothing.
What IS interesting though is that there are major differences between the unnamed servant
and Israel. Namely:
-Israel is called blind and imprisoned (42:19) – the servant will open the eyes of the blind and
release prisoners (42:7)
-Israel is called deaf and is rebellious (42:19,20,25) – the servant has opened ears and isn’t
rebellious (50:5)
-Israel walks in darkness and looks for light (59:9) – the servant brings people from out of the
darkness and will be a light (42:7, 49:6)
-Israel is punished for their disobedience (42:24-25) – the servant is rewarded for his
obedience (49:4-6)
-Israel speaks lies (59:3) – the servant has not spoken deceitfully (53:9)
-Israel has lost its way (59:7-8) – the servant leads Israel back on track (49:5-6)
-Israel suffers for their own sins (42:25) – the servant suffers for the sins of others (53:3-9) Israel suffers to their own shame (50:1-3) – the servant suffers and knows he will not be
ashamed (50:7)
-Israel is in need of salvation (59) – the servant will bring salvation. (49:6)
-Israel needs an intercessor (59:16) – the servant IS an intercessor (53:12)

Charge no.3: Israel suffers because of the sins of the gentiles?
(29:25)
So Rabbi Tovia Singer argues. This cannot be! Allow me to illustrate and please pay close
attention to the following:
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When you say that hitting someone goes too far and will not be tolerated and on the other hand
say that hitting someone is acceptable behaviour, then these two are contradictory statements
for obvious reasons, right?
When you tell your child that you will discipline him when he steals and on the other hand you
say that he can steal and you will not discipline him, then these two are contradictory
statements for obvious reasons, right?
When you say that Isaiah 53 is about events such as the Holocaust, etc [events where the
gentiles have gone too far] and that God isn’t pleased about these events or caused them to
come upon Israel and these events were entirely due to the wickedness of the gentiles and, on
the other hand, the prophet says that God was indeed pleased with whatever happens in
Isaiah 53 and God did indeed cause it to come upon the servant, then these two are
contradictory statements for the same obvious reasons!
What do I mean by all this? Well, Rabbi Tovia Singer boldly says:
“the reason why the Jews have endured the suffering and persecution and pain and unwanted
death is not because of their iniquity of their rejecting Jesus, of killing God, but it’s gonna be
because of as a result of the sins of the world. When the gentile kings sinned what did they do?
They punished, they persecuted the Jews. Am I right? That was their sin? Who suffered as a
result of that sin? The Jewish people! And that is going to be their recognition at the end of
days!”
Listening to his words a little later he quotes Zechariah 1:15 (1:18:12) saying:
“’I am very angry with the nations…’ why? ‘…because they’re at ease. And I was wroth a little
but they helped to do harm.’ They did far more than Israel ever deserved.”
In other words, rabbi Tovia Singer says that God is angry with all the persecution and the harsh
and cruel treatment Israel got from the nations, and the nation’s wickedness was the cause of
the suffering of Israel and it was not God’s intention to cause Israel to suffer as much as they
have by the hands of the nations. Every time the nations went too far and overstepped their
boundaries against the Jewish people to bring them great suffering, even to the point of
annihilation, it was because of their own iniquities rather than by Gods cause and God had
nothing to do with it. But this view is contradictory to what the prophet Isaiah is saying!
This is what the prophet says:
6 All we like sheep did go astray, we turned every one to his own way; and the LORD hath
made to light on him the iniquity of us all…
10 Yet it pleased the LORD to crush him by disease…
There is clearly a contradiction here. Did God cause the Gentiles to overstep their boundaries
against Israel? Was God pleased with the extreme cruel treatment of the Gentiles against His
people? Of course not! If what rabbi Tovia Singer says, and therefore the entire anti-missionary
position, is true, then the prophet is wrong! But that is not an option since we are trying to
figure out what the prophet is trying to say. So if the prophet says that, whatever he is
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describing in Isaiah 53, God has caused it to come upon the servant (v.6) and was pleased
with it (v.10), then how can the rabbinic Jewish position say the exact opposite and claim that it
is saying exactly the same as the prophet? LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN: It is the exact
opposite of what Isaiah is saying! Obviously this can’t be about Israel suffering from the
exceedingly cruel behaviour at the hands of their persecutors, because if it was about that,
then God would not be pleased with it and so the rabbi and Isaiah are in disagreement with
each other, to say it politely. Cause where rabbi Singer claims that God is angry with the
nations for such behaviour and God didn’t have anything to do with it, the prophet Isaiah says
God was pleased and that God caused it to come upon the servant. So who do we believe:
Y’shayahu ben-Amots hanavi or rabbi Tovia Singer? So from the Traditional Jewish
(antimissionary, Talmud, etc) position, if what they are saying is true and this is about Israel,
then God would be pleased with events such as the Holocaust! Therefore, this simply can’t be
about Israel as the rabbi, in trying to prove Israel as the servant, contradicts what the prophet
says.
Let me be more specific: If the rabbinic Jewish position is flawed about Israel being the
servant, then who IS the prophet really talking about? And seeing that they are clearly
wrong, and have merely been echoing the voice of the Sages and rabbis of the past,
then this does serious damage to the infallibility accredited to these Sages and rabbis
of the past as far as their interpretation of other texts goes.
Additional comments:
To elaborate on the analysis of verse 6 and 10 above, some anti-missionaries take
Deuteronomy 28:63 as a parallel to those verses claiming that God seems to be saying that He
is pleased to destroy Israel to cause them to repent, even to the point of annihilation. Obviously
Deuteronomy 28:63 isn’t about events such as the Holocaust, but for the sake of argument we
will accept that claim, then we still have a major problem on our hands. Israel did not repent
after the Holocaust! In fact, more Jews have lost their faith in HaShem BECAUSE of the
Holocaust to the point that Israel is a secular state, from the day it declared its independence
up till now. So if the Holocaust was God’s plan for teshuvah (repentance) then that whole plan
backfired! In addition, this grasping at Deuteronomy 28:63 blows another hole in the antimissionary position that rabbi Tovia Singer uses in this lecture, namely, the Gentile king’s
recognition in the end of days that God had nothing to do with the severe persecution and that
it was solely the wickedness of the Gentiles that caused Israel to suffer as much as they did.
Either way, you put it, Israel as the servant will not work!
In his zeal to prove that Israel is the servant (51:44) rabbi Singer quotes from a couple of Nazi
source about their opinion on the appearance of the Jew in comparison of to the appearance of
the ape where man supposedly has come from. Rabbi Singer then actually sees this as proof
and a parallel to Isaiah 52:14 by quoting it. Now, this is actually the best he could do, as he
says so himself! The only major problem is, that this is supposed to be the opinion of the
gentiles, according to Rabbi Tovia Singer, but Isaiah 52:14 isn’t the gentiles speaking, but it is
God speaking about his servant! According to rabbinic Judaism’s views, the gentiles don’t start
speaking until two verses later in Isaiah 53:1! So unless one wants to argue that God shares
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the opinion of the Nazi’s about the appearance of His people, we can safely conclude that
rabbi Tovia Singer totally made this up! This verse has nothing to do with Nazi opinion. This
verse is about God speaking about His servant’s marred appearance from the humiliating
suffering, not about his ugliness, as the Nazi paper reports.
In order to prove that the Christians will come up to Jews at the end of days, Rabbi Tovia
Singer quotes Jeremiah 16:19, proving that Christianity is a false religion.
(19) O YHWH, my strength, and my stronghold, and my refuge, in the day of affliction, unto
Thee shall the nations come from the ends of the earth, and shall say: ‘Our fathers have inherited
nought but lies, vanity and things wherein there is no profit.’
However, let’s consider where Christianity started: In Israel with a handful of Jews. This isn’t a
gentile faith, this is from the Hebrew Bible and thoroughly recognizes the Tenach as the sole
word of God. If anything this verse speaks of those gentiles of the religions apart from the
Hebrew Bible and the gentiles that are atheists and have adapted the views that there is no
such thing as a God and that man is the highest level or all organisms “so make sure you live
your life to the fullest, cause you only live once”. So this verse doesn’t prove anything against
Messianic Jewish beliefs.
Isaiah 53-What Rabbi Tovia Failed to tell His Audience.
Isaiah 53 – Who is this servant?
Part II: What rabbi Tovia Singer failed to tell his audience.
Charge # 4: Lamo (10:40)
Rabbi Tovia Singer promised (9:40) that even if he only had Isaiah 53 and nothing else he
could prove that this wasn’t talking about Yeshua. He starts with the famous “lamo” argument
and lashes out to the translators of the KJV translation, who translate it as “him”. The verse
that rabbi Singer reads to his audience goes:
for the transgression of my people a plague befell them (vs 8)
This above translation is the translation the rabbi suggests in his
lecture. Notice that I have given the translated words parallel colours. Take note that he makes
a big deal (1:14:00, part 1) about the KJV translating verse 5 (…we are healed) in the present
tense while that sentence is in the past tense and condemns those translators, but now rabbi
Singer uses the past tense where there is no past tense at all! The word “befell” is nowhere to
be found in the text, that’s why it’s left in the colour black. I thought that was a bad thing! So
when the KJV does it, it is one of the great Christian deceiving tactics, but now the rabbis does
it and it is considered an accurate translation, acceptable at worst. But to continue with the
word “lamo”, we can be very brief: the rabbi is right! Lamo means “for them”. BUT, how is it
consistently used in the scriptures? The rabbi goes on to give us examples of other verses
where lamo is used and they are, of course, all plural. Now the following is interesting. There
are 3 instances of lamo being applied to a single individual or item and guess what the KJV
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does in all those instances. It translates it accordingly! If the word lamo refers to a single
person, then it should be translated in the singular form, which is exactly what the KJV does!
Here are the quotes:
#1 And he said, Blessed [be] the LORD God of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant.
(Gen 9:26)
#2 he maketh it a graven image, and falleth down thereto. (Isaiah 44:15)
#3 for the transgression of my people was he stricken (Isaiah 53:8)
So what is rabbi Tovia Singer complaining about? The KJV has no agenda here, it just
translates it in accordance with the context and thus follows a consistent pattern. But rather
than the KJV having an agenda, it is the rabbi who has an agenda. He not only blatantly lies
about the KJV translating the word “lamo” as “them” in all other places, as has clearly been
demonstrated, but he then goes on to ignore the use of lamo in Isaiah 44:15! WHY? Because it
doesn’t support his claim! Look at the context and you will see it is totally singular. I have put all
the singular Hebrew words in brackets and made them red:
10 Who hath fashioned a god [el], or molten an image [uphesel nasach] that is
profitable for nothing?
11 Behold, all the fellows thereof [chaveraav] shall be ashamed; and the
craftsmenskilled above men; let them all be gathered together, let them stand up;
they shall fear, they shall be ashamed together.
12 The smith maketh an ax, and worketh in the coals, and fashioneth it [yitserhu] with
hammers, and worketh it [wayif´alehu] with his strong arm; yea, he is hungry, and his
strength faileth; he drinketh no water, and is faint.
13 The carpenter stretcheth out a line; he marketh it [y´ta´arehu] out with a pencil;
hefitteth it [ya´asehu] with planes, and he marketh it [y´ta´arehu] out with the
compasses, and maketh it [wa´ya´asehu] after the figure of a man, according to the
beauty of a man, to dwell in the house.
14 He heweth him down cedars, and taketh the ilex [tirzah] and the oak [w´alon],
andstrengtheneth for himself one among the trees of the forest; he planteth a baytree [oren], and the rain doth nourish it [y´gadel].
15 Then a man useth it [w´hayah] for fuel; and he taketh thereof (i.e. from the pieces of
wood), and warmeth himself; yea, he kindleth it, and baketh bread; yea, he maketh a
god [el], and worshippeth it; he maketh it [asahu] a graven image [pesel], and falleth
down thereto [lamo].
And then it goes on and tells the same story in the singular. So it looks like the KJV translates
lamo correctly. You might say “but this is about idols in general hence the plural lamo”. But the
context is singular, uses a substantial number of singular words to describe the idol and the
actions of the worshipper and so it should be translated accordingly. Likewise, the language of
Isaiah 53 is thoroughly singular and therefore lamo should be translated accordingly. So why
does rabbi Tovia Singer ignore this passage? And where does this leave his claims of
distortion? Also, there are translations that translate it as saying “for the transgression of
my people to whom the stroke was due”, making it clear that this servant got the
punishment that the speakers deserved.
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Charge #5: b’motav (19:00)
Rabbi Tovia Singer makes the claim that the word must be changed to the singular because it
is a “nuisance to the cross”. But again, I must give the rabbi credit where credit is due: he is
right again. “B’motav” means “in his deaths” and “b’moto” means “in his death”. But does this
indicate plurality? NO! If it were “b’moteihem/b’motam”, then he would have a point beyond any
doubt, since this would mean “in their deaths/in their death”, which is indisputably plural. But
this word in Isaiah 53:9 does not support anything he goes on to say. The rabbi then goes on
to say that he can’t prove his point from the Tenach because the word “b’motav” doesn’t
appear in the rest of scripture. But the plural expression of that word is indeed used elsewhere
in scripture. But rabbi Singer doesn’t quote that and we will see why he doesn’t. Let’s look at
Ezekiel 28:

(8) They shall bring thee down to the pit; and thou shalt die the deaths of them that are slain,
in the heart of the seas….
***

(10) Thou shalt die the deaths of the uncircumcised by the hand of strangers; for I have
spoken, saith the Lord YHWH.’
These are examples of a single person being addressed and threatened to die deaths (plural).
Now it is often said that these are instances that the word “deaths” refer to the plural
“uncircumcised”. Well, that doesn’t excuse the plural use either, because the Tenach shows us
that the singular is used in reference to a multitude [e.g. Numbers 23:10; Let me die the death
(singular; moth) of the righteous (plural; y’sharim)]. And also verse 8 is a striking example of
the plural being applied to a singular person. It speaks of “m’motei chalal b’lev yamim” which
translates “in the deaths of one slain in the heart of the seas”. The plural (chalalim) is not used
here (e.g. Isaiah 66:16, Daniel 11:26). Again, Rabbi Tovia Singer claimed that this was an
exceptional word and this form doesn’t appear in the rest of the Tenach so that means he must
have studied it out. So if he has studied this out, how come he “forgot” to mention these two
instances? So again, Rabbi Tovia Singer’s charge of deceit is yet again without any substance
whatsoever and I again leave it up to you to decide if this was just an accidental mistake or he
deliberately left out the information.
Charge #6: God promises God
Rabbi Singer keeps arguing that God is making promises to God, that is, God making promises
to Himself. For starters, this is not a deal that is made. It is a description of what awaits the
servant when he has fulfilled his task. But if you want more on the concept of the Devine nature
of the Messiah, please see my response on the “Trinity” lecture.
Charge #7: Deal? (27:50)
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Rabbi Tovia Singer makes a big deal about a word that can be translated any way you like.
Since this is a prophecy and this is surely to happen it isn’t a question of “if” the servant will do
something, but “when” he will have done it! (for example Isaiah 4:4) So the word “ma” (im)
actually won’t prove neither the rabbinic reading nor the messianic reading. So there is no deal
as far as the messianic reading is concerned. The servant will do that and when he has done it
that will be the result. Sure prophecy, sure fulfillment. Also notice that the servant will live and
see generations after he has made his soul a “guilt-offering”, in other words, after he has died.
This can only be speaking of a resurrection.
Charge #8: Seed/ arhz (Zera) (30:15)Rabbi Singer then goes on a rampage about the fact that
Yeshua didn’t have any seed when the prophet explicitly says this, that is, according to the
rabbi. The rabbi says that the servant has to have children. Rabbi Singer argues that the word
“nb” (ben) is the proper word to refer to non-physical children, not “arhz” (zera). He actually
goes so far to say that “the word ‘zera’… can only mean physical children, NEVER spiritual
children. By definition the word ‘zera’ means ‘seed’. It’s talking about that which leaves the
loins of a man. It’s not talking about those people that follow his teachings. ‘Zera’ only means
PHYSICAL children. NEVER does it mean someone’s gonna have spiritual children, that’s
IMPOSSIBLE! And therefore it’s clear here that this is talking about physical children. ‘Prove it
to me!’ Boy, am I gonna prove it to you!”
Then the rabbi gives us some verses that prove his point and then drills his point home with an
account in Genesis 15, a dialogue between God and Abram where God appears to Abram and
Abram mistakes Eliezer for his son (nb /ben) and says that God didn’t give him any seed (arhz
/zera). Sounds like a pretty convincing story, doesn’t it? However… yet again Rabbi Tovia
Singer is not telling the whole story and plays with the mind of his audience. Look at the
quotes above again: zera only means physical seed… never spiritual seed… that’s
impossible … boy am I gonna prove it to you…
If what rabbi Singer says is actually true, then we won’t be able to find a single instance where
zera is used metaphorically (referring to non-physical seed) in the Tenach since he told his
audience that was impossible, right? Okay! Now what the rabbi failed to tell his audience and
conveniently left out is the following. A few chapters after Isaiah 53 we see the word seed used
again. This is what Isaiah 57:4 says:
Against whom do ye sport yourselves? Against whom make ye a wide mouth, and draw out the
tongue? Are ye not children of transgression, a seed of falsehood,
Now unless rabbi Tovia Singer is going to argue that the people of Israel are direct
descendants and physical offspring of falsehood, this pretty much looks like a metaphorical
use of the word “zera”, something that rabbi Tovia Singer, who has great knowledge of
Hebrew, said that was IMPOSSIBLE! Why does Isaiah then seem to think otherwise? Didn’t
he know enough Hebrew to know what rabbi Singer knows? No, it’s simply because Isaiah
doesn’t have to disprove or discredit anyone, but Rabbi Singer clearly does! Again, is this
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just a slip of the tongue or deliberately left out? Now we will proceed to the next example,
which comes from Psalm 22:31:
A seed shall serve him; it shall be told of the Lord unto the next generation.

Unless you believe that God married some hot goddess and will have physical children, this
pretty much looks like a metaphorical usage of the word “zera”. At least it looks like the word
zera is used to describe to other peoples’ offspring and not of the subject itself, God. “But…”,
you object, “…this doesn’t speak of Gods children at all. This just says that “a seed” (zera) will
serve Him and not that “his seed” (zero) will serve Him!” To which my answer is; don’t you do
the exact same thing regarding the servant in Isaiah 53? What does it say?

He will see seed
Exactly! It says “yir’eh zera” and not “yir’eh zero”, so why does rabbi Singer claim that the
servant must have children or that he is promised children? The text doesn’t say that at all!
Now I am aware of instances that the prophet doesn’t use the possessive form but it is still
implied. But who says that he is implying it here? Nowhere in the text of Isaiah 53 is there ever
a promise to the servant that he will have children. Maybe people with a double agenda may
think so, but looking at the Hebrew text, which is the source of Rabbi Singer’s arguments, there
is no basis for that argument. Except for theological bias, of course. Here are more references
to metaphorical uses of zera in Isaiah:
“4 Ah sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity, a seed of evil-doers, children that deal
corruptly…” (Isaiah 1)
“20 Thou shalt not be joined with them in burial, because thou hast destroyed thy land, thou hast
slain thy people; the seed of evil-doers shall not be named for ever.”(Isaiah 14)
“3 But draw near hither, ye sons of the sorceress, the seed of the adulterer and the harlot.”
(Isaiah 57)
Unless one is going to argue that all the parents of the ones being addressed here are truly
considered harlots and evildoers, you are going to have to concede that it’s implied here to
refer to people who follow the evil works and the ways of adultery like the generations before
them, regardless if they are their physical children or not. For all we know most of the parents
of those being addressed here have been righteous while they wandered off. This clearly refers
to the works of their predecessors rather than their origins.
So this charge remains without teeth, is made up from thin air and Rabbi Singer is caught lying
yet again!
Charge #9: Vindication by blood alone?
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Rabbi Singer claims that Yeshua has only vindicated His followers through His blood. The rabbi
says that it can’t refer to Yeshua because according to the Gospels “Christians are healed by
the blood of Jesus and not by his knowledge, as is said of this servant” (my rendition). This is a
totally inaccurate position, because we believe it all goes hand in hand. Yeshua knew he had
to give up his life in order for us to be saved. It was his knowledge that made him say “Let this
cup pass me by… but it is not as I want but as You wish”. Without this knowledge, things would
have been very different and either one is completely blind to this fact or just chooses to nitpick
in order not to come to this conclusion. We believe that through his life, suffering, death and
resurrection all good things have come to mankind. They are all a piece of the big puzzle. So
clearly Rabbi Singer wants to nitpick and he can go just head. He makes a claim of vindication
through knowledge based on one verse and ignores all the other verses that speak of this
servants suffering bringing vindication and atonement to the speakers. This is a point even
Rashi makes in his commentary on Isaiah 53. I advise anyone
to read it on http://www.chabad.org/library/article.htm/aid/63255/jewish/The-BiblewithRashi.html.
I have copied and pasted it below for you. Rashi comments follow the bold print
1Who would have believed our report, and to whom was the arm of the Lord revealed?
Who would have believed our report: So will the nations say to one another, Were we to
hear from others what we see, it would be unbelievable. the arm of the Lord: like this, with
greatness and glory, to whom was it revealed until now?
2And he came up like a sapling before it, and like a root from dry ground, he had neither form nor
comeliness; and we saw him that he had no appearance. Now shall we desire him?
And he came up like a sapling before it: This people, before this greatness came to it, was a
very humble people, and it came up by itself like a sapling of the saplings of the trees.
and like a root: he came up from dry land.
neither form: had he in the beginning, nor comeliness.
and we saw him that he had no appearance. Now shall we desire him?: And when we
saw him from the beginning without an appearance, how could we desire him?
Now shall we desire him?: This is a question.
3Despised and rejected by men, a man of pains and accustomed to illness, and as one who hides
his face from us, despised and we held him of no account.
Despised and rejected by men: was he. So is the custom of this prophet: he mentions all
Israel as one man, e.g., (44:2), “Fear not, My servant Jacob” ; (44:1) “And now, hearken,
Jacob, My servant.” Here too (52:13), “Behold My servant shall prosper,” he said concerning
the house of Jacob. ?????????? is an expression of prosperity. Comp. (I Sam. 18:14) “And
David was successful (??????????) in all his ways.”
and as one who hides his face from us: Because of their intense shame and humility, they
were as one who hides his face from us, with their faces bound up in concealment, in order
that we not see them, like a plagued man who hides his face and is afraid to look.
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4Indeed, he bore our illnesses, and our pains-he carried them, yet we accounted him as plagued,
smitten by God and oppressed.
Indeed, he bore our illnesses: Heb. ?????, an expression of ‘but’ in all places. But now we
see that this came to him not because of his low state, but that he was chastised with pains so
that all the nations be atoned for with Israel’s suffering. The illness that should rightfully have
come upon us, he bore.
yet we accounted him: We thought that he was hated by the Omnipresent, but he was not so,
but he was pained because of our transgressions and crushed because of our iniquities.
5But he was pained because of our transgressions, crushed because of our iniquities; the
chastisement of our welfare was upon him, and with his wound we were healed.
the chastisement of our welfare was upon him: The chastisement due to the welfare that
we enjoyed, came upon him, for he was chastised so that there be peace for the entire world.
6We all went astray like sheep, we have turned, each one on his way, and the Lord accepted his
prayers for the iniquity of all of us.
We all went astray like sheep: Now it is revealed that all the heathens (nations [mss.]) had
erred.
accepted his prayers: He accepted his prayers and was appeased concerning the iniquity of
all of us, that He did not destroy His world. accepted… prayers: Heb. ??????????, espriad in
O.F., an expression of supplication.
7He was oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he would not open his mouth; like a lamb to the
slaughter he would be brought, and like a ewe that is mute before her shearers, and he would not
open his mouth.
He was oppressed, and he was afflicted: Behold he was oppressed by taskmasters and
people who exert pressure. and he was afflicted: with verbal taunts, sorparlec in O.F.
yet he would not open his mouth: He would suffer and remain silent like the lamb that is
brought to the slaughter, and like the ewe that is mute before her shearers. and he would
not open his mouth: This refers to the lamb brought to the slaughter.
8From imprisonment and from judgment he is taken, and his generation who shall tell? For he
was cut off from the land of the living; because of the transgression of my people, a plague befell
them.
From imprisonment and from judgment he is taken: The prophet reports and says that the
heathens (nations [mss., K’li Paz]) will say this at the end of days, when they see that he was
taken from the imprisonment that he was imprisoned in their hands and from the judgment of
torments that he suffered until now.
and his generation: The years that passed over him.
who shall tell?: The tribulations that befell him, for from the beginning, he was cut off and
exiled from the land of the living that is the land of Israel for because of the transgression of my
people, this plague came to the righteous among them.
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9And he gave his grave to the wicked, and to the wealthy with his kinds of death, because he
committed no violence, and there was no deceit in his mouth.
And he gave his grave to the wicked: He subjected himself to be buried according to
anything the wicked of the heathens (nations [mss., K’li Paz]) would decree upon him, for they
would penalize him with death and the burial of donkeys in the intestines of the dogs.
to the wicked: According to the will of the wicked, he was willing to be buried, and he would
not deny the living God.
and to the wealthy with his kinds of death: and to the will of the ruler he subjected himself to
all kinds of death that he decreed upon him, because he did not wish to agree to (denial) [of
the Torah] to commit evil and to rob like all the heathens (nations [mss., K’li Paz]) among
whom he lived.
and there was no deceit in his mouth: to accept idolatry (to accept a pagan deity as God
[Parshandatha]).
10And the Lord wished to crush him, He made him ill; if his soul makes itself restitution, he shall
see children, he shall prolong his days, and God’s purpose shall prosper in his hand.
And the Lord wished to crush him, He made him ill: The Holy One, blessed be He, wished
to crush him and to cause him to repent; therefore, he made him ill.
If his soul makes itself restitution, etc.: Said the Holy One, blessed be He, “I will see, if his
soul will be given and delivered with My holiness to return it to Me as restitution for all that he
betrayed Me, I will pay him his recompense, and he will see children, etc.” This word ?????? is
an expression of ransom that one gives to the one against when he sinned, amende in O.F., to
free from faults, similar to the matter mentioned in the episode of the Philistines (I Sam. 6:3),
“Do not send it away empty, but you shall send back with it a guilt offering (??????).”
11From the toil of his soul he would see, he would be satisfied; with his knowledge My servant
would vindicate the just for many, and their iniquities he would bear.
From the toil of his soul: he would eat and be satisfied, and he would not rob and plunder.
with his knowledge… would vindicate the just: My servant would judge justly all those who
came to litigate before him.
and their iniquities he would bear: He would bear, in the manner of all the righteous, as it is
said (Num. 18:1): “You and your sons shall bear the iniquity of the sanctuary.”
12Therefore, I will allot him a portion in public, and with the strong he shall share plunder,
because he poured out his soul to death, and with transgressors he was counted; and he bore the
sin of many, and interceded for the transgressors.
Therefore: Because he did this, I will allot him an inheritance and a lot in public with the
Patriarchs. he poured out his soul to death: Heb. ???????. An expression like (Gen. 24:
20), “And she emptied (????????) her pitcher.”
and with transgressors he was counted: He suffered torments as if he had sinned and
transgressed, and this is because of others; he bore the sin of the many.
and interceded for the transgressors: through his sufferings, for good came to the world
through him.
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This is his commentary (in italics, all emphasis mine):
4.
Indeed, he bore our illnesses Heb. ?????, an expression of ‘but’ in all places. But now
we see that this came to him not because of his low state, but that he was chastised with
pains so that all the nations be atoned for with Israel’s suffering. The illness that should
rightfully have come upon us, he bore.
yet we accounted him We thought that he was hated by the Omnipresent, but he was not so,
but he was pained because of our transgressions and crushed because of our iniquities.
5.
the chastisement of our welfare was upon him The chastisement due to the welfare
that we enjoyed, came upon him, for he was chastised so that there be peace for the entire
world.
Now this is not “the big prove” that this speaks of the suffering of the servant bringing
atonement, but since Rabbi Singer claims that the Christian reading is flawed, he is obviously
also in contention with Rashi’s reading.
Charge #10: The New Testament slips! (1:04:20)
In order to demonstrate that the Israel interpretation was common and the Messianic
interpretation was not Rabbi Tovia Singer claims that the New Testament slips by showing that
the Messianic reading of Isaiah 53 was new at that time and everyone knew that Israel was the
subject of that chapter. So he brings us to Matthew 16 where Yeshua announced His suffering
and death and Kefa (Peter) took him aside and rebuked Him, saying “that should not be unto
thee”, showing clearly that the Messianic interpretation was unknown in that day. Well, once
again, the rabbi is right. There was no teachings that the Messiah, son of David, was to die.
This is also something that the New Testament teaches. Sha’ul (Paul) makes this point in his
letter
1 Corinthians 2:7-9: But we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, [even] the hidden [wisdom],
which God ordained before the world unto our glory: Which none of the princes of this world
knew: for had they known [it], they would not have crucified the Lord of glory. But as it is
written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things
which God hath prepared for them that love him.
So Paul makes it emphatically clear that it was not known that the Messiah, son of David, had
to die, this was hidden in Scriptures. But does this support the claim of the rabbi that
“everyone” knew that it was speaking of Israel in the singular? Of this, the New Testament
gives us a conclusive answer also. Let’s look at the account of the book of Acts, chapter 8,
where Philip meets the Ethiopian who happens to read the chapter of Isaiah 53:
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“29 Then the Spirit said unto Philip, Go near, and join thyself to this chariot. 30 And Philip
ran thither to him, and heard him read the prophet Esaias, and said, Understandest thou what
thou readest? 31 And he said, How can I, except some man should guide me? And he desired
Philip that he would come up and sit with him. 32 The place of the scripture which he read
was this, He was led as a sheep to the slaughter; and like a lamb dumb before his shearer, so
opened he not his mouth:
33

In his humiliation his judgment was taken away:

and who shall declare his generation?
for his life is taken from the earth.
34
And the eunuch answered Philip, and said, I pray thee, of whom speaketh the prophet
this? ofhimself, or of some other man? 35 Then Philip opened his mouth, and began at the same
scripture, and preached unto him Jesus.”
This man didn’t know what Isaiah 53 was speaking about either! When it was read he
asked of whom it spoke, “the prophet himself or some other man”. He asked of which
individual it spoke! It never occurred to the man that it could be speaking about a nation in the
singular. What he should have said is “of course I know who this speaks of. It speaks of Israel
in the singular”. But he never thought of that. So, no, this Israel interpretation was not
commonly known in those days.
Charge #11: Rashi invented Israel interpretation. (52:50)
Rabbi Tovia Singer goes on with the argument that the Israel interpretation is invented by
Rashi and then goes on to tell us how that claim is wrong, quoting other sources that should
date before Rashi. Now there is something fishy going on here, because those same sources
claim that this chapter is about the Messiah as well. Yet, if you would raise this to an
antimissionary, he would be quick to point you to the fact that these interpretations are mere
“midrash” or homily and not the “p’shat” (straight forward) meaning of the text and therefore
irrelevant. Including rabbi Singer, who blatantly lied about there not being one rabbi that said
that Isaiah 53 was about Messiah ben David in a debate with Dr Michael L. Brown.
(listen http://www.realmessiah.com/Listen/Entries/2008/12/11_Debate__DR_brown_and_Rabbi_Singer.html at about 48:50 in the debate) So where they will disregard
the midrash saying it’s about the Messiah, the same midrash is taken to be valid evidence that
the Israel interpretation is actually pre-Rashi.
Now let’s look at the sources rabbi Singer comes up with: The Zohar: is quoted as pre-dating
Rashi. But the Zohar isn’t ancient, although rabbinic Judaism claims it is. It’s most likely
12th century, composed by Moses de Leon. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zohar )
Midrash Rabbah: This is actually just a side reference to a midrash on Ruth and is actually the
closest any pre-Rashi traditional Jewish source comes to the Israel interpretation.
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Brachot 5a: isn’t about the “righteous remnant” of Israel nor is it about “all Israel”, but just
righteous people in general. It has nothing to do with a particular group of righteous people.
Targum: I have the Aramaic at home but I haven’t read it, because I don’t know Aramaic. But I
have read some translations (Driver & Neubauer; Levey) of the entire the Targum and there is
nothing that indicates that Israel is the servant. Yes, Israel suffers, but so do the Gentiles! What
does that tell us? Absolutely nothing! What IS evident is the intercessory role that is allotted
solely to the Messiah and absolutely absent in relation to Israel. Instead, just as the servant in
Isaiah 53 intercedes for the transgressors, so does the Messiah intercede for his people in the
Targum. The intercessory role is ascribed solely and totally to the Messiah and this shows us
whom the Targum understands to be the servant. But because the Targum obviously doesn’t
believe that the Messiah would die, it ascribes some of the sufferings to the gentiles and some
to Israel. If, according to the Targum, the suffering of the servant was the main theme of the
chapter, i.e. to identify the servant, then it wouldn’t have ascribed any suffering to the gentiles.
So according to the Targum, the servant, who intercedes for the sins of his people, is the
Messiah.
Origen: Now this is the only pre-Rashi source that I have been confronted with in my years of
debating anti-missionaries that gives us a literal reading of Israel being the servant in Isaiah 53.
Note that it’s not even a rabbinic source! That’s how rare this view was. But let’s see what
Origen is saying exactly in chapter 55 of his book:
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Now I remember that, on one occasion, at a disputation held with certain Jews, who were
reckoned wise men, I quoted these prophecies; to which my Jewish opponent replied, that these
predictions bore reference to the whole people, regarded as one individual, and as being in a state
of dispersion and suffering, in order that many proselytes might be gained, on account of the
dispersion of the Jews among numerous heathen nations. And in this way he explained the words,
“Thy form shall be of no reputation among men;” and then, “They to whom no message was sent
respecting him shall see;” and the expression, “A man under suffering.” Many arguments were
employed on that occasion during the discussion to prove that these predictions regarding one
particular person were not rightly applied by them to the whole nation. And I asked to what
character the expression would be appropriate, “This man bears our sins, and suffers pain on our
behalf;” and this, “But He was wounded for our sins, and bruised for our iniquities;” and to whom
the expression properly belonged, “By His stripes were we healed.” For it is manifest that it is
they who had been sinners, and had been healed by the Saviour’s sufferings (whether belonging
to the Jewish nation or converts from the Gentiles), who use such language in the writings of the
prophet who foresaw these events, and who, under the influence of the Holy Spirit, appiled these
words to a person. But we seemed to press them hardest with the expression, “Because of the
iniquities of My people was He led away unto death.” For if the people, according to them, are
the subject of the prophecy, how is the man said to be led away to death because of the iniquities
of the people of God, unless he be a different person from that people of God? And who is this
person save Jesus Christ, by whose stripes they who believe on Him are healed, when “He had
spoiled the principalities and powers (that were over us), and had made a show of them openly on
His cross?” At another time we may explain the several parts of the prophecy, leaving none of
them unexamined. But these matters have been treated at greater length, necessarily as I think, on
account of the language of the Jew, as quoted in the work of Celsus.
Notice Origen says that it was on this one occasion that he was presented with this weird
interpretation. He starts with “I remember”, which is not something that you say when you
hear something all the time. This tells us that he had to dig it up from deep in his memory.
Origen speaks of “on one occasion” debating with “certain Jews”. What is also evident is
that he speaks of these Jews claiming this is about “the whole people”, and not about “a
righteous remnant”. We also see that this wasn’t regarded as intercession, but “in order that
many proselytes might be gained”. This is a whole other interpretation than that of modern-day
Judaism. Take note also that according to Celsus, who was anti-Christian this was reckoned as
“the language of the Jew”, and thus Israel is speaking here and this was not seen as being the
language of the gentile kings. There is nothing in this chapter that would indicate that this was
“the” Jewish view of that time. What then do we make of Rabbi Tovia Singer’s claims?
They are totally untrue!
A little summary:
Rabbi Singer claimed that Israel isn’t the speaker but fails to tell us why when this option is
suggested, whereas he does explain why the other options can’t be the speakers. He couldn’t
tell us why, because there is no reason to think that Israel can’t be the speaker other than
theological bias, since Israel being the speaker would disqualify it from being the servant Rabbi
Singer claimed that, based on Isaiah 52:14 Israel is considered “sub-human” and brings out a
Nazi paper to back up his claim, saying this was the best way to demonstrate Israel fitting the
description. This argument is totally fabricated! Isaiah 52:14 is God speaking about His servant
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and not the opinion of the Gentiles thinking Jews are ugly people. Therefore the verse is totally
misapplied by Rabbi Singer.
Rabbi Singer claimed that the chapter is about Gentiles recognizing in the end of days that
their persecution of the Jews has brought them healing, etc. However, from verse 6 and 10 we
learn that this can’t be true, since God didn’t cause Gentiles to overstep their boundaries of
persecuting the Jewish people to the point of near extinction (per verse 6) and subsequently
wasn’t pleased with the persecution of the Jewish people in events such as the Holocaust (per
verse 10).
Rabbi Singer claimed that the word “lamo” is translated incorrectly because the KJV has an
agenda. This claim is proven to be false. The KJV has translated it correctly in all instances
where the subject is singular. Likewise, the subject in Isaiah 53 is singular and therefore the
singular translation is correct. Furthermore, it is rabbi Singer that hasn’t been fair towards his
audience, since he conveniently “forgets” to mention the “lamo” in Isaiah 44:15, which refers to
a single idol.
Rabbi Singer claimed that he was back-paddling as little as possible to find out who the servant
was. However, he conveniently “forgot” to mention the reference to the “eved” closest to Isaiah
53, namely Isaiah 50, that in no way refers to Israel.
Rabbi Singer claimed that because the plural “bemotav” is used, the servant must be a
multitude addressed. But, again, he conveniently “forgets” to mention the two examples in
Ezekiel 28.
Rabbi Singer claimed that the word “zera” could impossibly refer to spiritual children, i.e. used
either metaphorically or of people following the ways of their predecessors. This claim has
proven to be false. I have given several examples of metaphorical use where “zera” (seed)
refers to spiritual descendants or metaphorical usage, of people following the ways of their
predecessors.
Rabbi Singer, proving himself to be a true anti-missionary, dismisses the rabbinic sources, that
say that Isaiah 53 is about the Messiah, as being irrelevant because they are merely midrash
(or homily), but uses the same sources that allegedly enforce his POV and presents them as
valid evidence, although they are also midrash.
It’s funny to see how Rabbi Singer fails to tell the whole story all the time and only gives his
audience the part that fits his agenda and then claims that others try to deceive their readers
by asking “why play with my holy scriptures”. If anyone is playing with scripture – and with the
mind of his listeners – it is obviously Rabbi Singer, who is clearly enjoying his one-sided story.
You may say: “well, cut the Rabbi some slack. He might have missed it”. Then he shouldn’t go
and accuse others of deliberate distortion and then go hiding behind the excuse that people
make mistakes when it comes back to him, because the examples are right there in the book of
Isaiah and it is highly unlikely that he missed it. If he wants people to be considerate towards
him, he should be considerate towards them. But if anyone in his audience knew Hebrew and
was half as critical to his views as he was against the Messianic view, then he would fall on his
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face right there. As for that comment that they “play with our Bible” and about “leaving skid
marks”, which rabbi Singer uses repeatedly, my answer would be: if any system has “played
with our Bible” it is the Talmud, that added and subtracted tons of laws from the Written Law
and given us numerous crooked interpretations of the Tenach. If anyone with half the critique
one has towards the New Testament is let loose on the Talmud he would need at least
quadruple the amount of time and paperwork to criticize it as one needs to criticize the New
Testament.
Who is the Messiah?
Jews of the Devil? (11:30)
This lecture actually should have been called “slandering of Messianic Jews” or something like
that, because that’s exactly what rabbi Tovia Singer is doing for the vast majority of this lecture.
I am not even going to address the points about the slander of rabbi Singer against Messianic
Jews. I do want to address the claim of rabbi Singer that “only Satan can” reject the truth when
knowing the truth. (We actually don’t believe that Jews “know” that Yeshua is the Messiah, but
we say that because they don’t believe he is the Messiah they want to get rid of all possible
allusions to him, be it by removing Isaiah 53 from the haphtarah [which I’m not sure of] or
making another interpretation than the Messianic interpretation prominent. As I have shown
before, the rabbi keeps essential information from his audience time and time again and only
tells the part that support his claims) What’s funny is that this is what has been the testimony of
the Tenach about Israel, yet rabbi Singer points his audience to the New Testament to make it
seem that the New Testament says that Jews reject the truth when it’s right there in front of
them. Notice that the New Testament is written by Jews, but still is called anti-Semitic by the
anti-missionaries. Well, then if you speak bad about Yeshua then, as a Jew, you can still be
called anti-Semitic as well. This, then, also goes for the Tenach. So let’s look at some amazing
“anti-Semitic” statements of the prophets in the Tenach that show us Jews rejecting the truth.
And I say Jews instead of Israel because that’s the terminology that rabbi Singer uses himself.
Remember, we are only being consistent and want to avoid the use of double standards. We
will see that even when knowing that God has just acted or a true prophet spoke, they rejecting
him anyway. I will replace the word “Israel” with “the Jews” for shock-value, to increase the
“anti-Semitic” tone of the prophet and see what happens if rabbi Singer holds the Tenach to the
same standards as he does with the New Testament:
Ezekiel 3:4-7:
This is what the prophet says that God told him about the Jews: 4 And He said unto me: ‘Son
of man, go, get thee unto the Jews, and speak with My words unto them. 5 For thou art not
sent to a people of an unintelligible speech and of a slow tongue, but to the Jews; 6 not to
many peoples of an unintelligible speech and of a slow tongue, whose words thou canst not
understand. Surely, if I sent thee to them, they would hearken unto thee. 7 But the Jews will
not consent to hearken unto thee; for they consent not to hearken unto Me; for all the Jews are
of a hard forehead and of a stiff heart.
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Excuse me? This known prophet Ezekiel is sent to the Jews and God says that they will reject
his words nonetheless. Even when they know he is Gods true prophet! But God doesn’t stop
there, He even goes beyond that. He says that had He sent Ezekiel to the Gentiles, they would
have listened to him and received the words of God, even though they didn’t speak the
language. But the Jews? No way! Talking about anti-Semitic statements! Knowing that Ezekiel
is a true prophet and understanding every word he says, God says that they will reject
whatever he says anyway. Can you imagine what the anti-missionaries would have said if this
testimony would have been found in the New Testament?
Now the next anti-Semitic statement; 1Kings 18-19.
Eliyahu (Elijah) on Mount Carmel with everyone present taking on the prophets of Baäl and
defeating them hands down, showing without any doubt that he is the true prophet of the one
true God. Yet in spite of that incredibly miraculous event that took place and people witnessing
the glory of the God of Israel, they still went with Baäl and rejected God and His prophet! Now
the New Testament is often criticized for being anti-Semitic because of its testimony that
although the people saw all the miraculous deeds of Yeshua, they still rejected him? Herewith
implying that they didn’t take place, because had they taken place as the New Testament
witnesses, they wouldn’t have rejected him as they did. But what are we then to make of this
account in 1 Kings 18-19? By anti-missionary standards it couldn’t have occurred.
Well, how about the testimony of the Torah about the Exodus? The testimony of Israel, after
seeing the miraculous works God did through Moshe (Moses) and the glorious victory over
Egypt, which they saw with their own eyes, an entire dynasty wiped away without one man
lifting up a sword, totally demolishing that country and still the people spoke about going back
to Egypt to live there as slaves because they thought they would be better off, continuously
mumbling against God and Moses to the point that they even wanted to stone Aharon and
Moshe (read Numbers 14), constantly rebelling after almost constantly being witnesses of
God’s miracles. Building the golden calf, where “all the people” brought their gold to make the
statue. (even though anti-missionaries will claim that only 3000 people participated in this
event, but the reality is that the entire nation participated and only 3000 failed to repent and
didn’t choose for God and were therefore slain) “Only the Devil can do that”? No, that’s not
what the Tenach tells us! The Tenach, not Christians, tells us that the Jews are capable of
knowing and still rejecting. So where is rabbi Singer’s outrage now?
Have you noticed, by the way, how highly rabbi Singer speaks about the prophets in his
lectures? This is all after the fact. In the time of the prophets they weren’t esteemed so highly
by the religious leaders of our people as they are now. It all started in Egypt, Moses came to
the people and they rebelled against him in the wilderness, in the time of the prophets some
were ignored, some were rejected, some were persecuted, some were killed. Then the people
went into exile and they eventually came back to the land, where they, completely in harmony
with the behaviour of the previous generations, rejected and killed the Messiah. Of course, we
are all to blame for him being slain because we have all sinned, Jew and Gentile alike. So this
is no lashing out to the beloved Jewish people. But notice the pattern all the way back to
Moses: when prophets didn’t live up to their expectations and asked too much from them (i.e.
let go of their wicked ways and start to obey their words) they rebelled and rejected the
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message of the prophets. When the Messiah came and did exactly the same, not living up to
their expectations and obey his words, they rebelled again and rejected him altogether as well.
So what I am trying to say is that it shouldn’t come as a surprise that the Messiah wasn’t
recognized by his people when he came to them.
“You don’t understand!…” 16:00
Then rabbi Singer says that we can’t tell Jews what their books say. According to the rabbi this
would be like the Chinese telling an American that he doesn’t know his own constitution. But
this is comparing sticks to stones, because for starters, the gentiles didn’t come to the Jews by
themselves to tell them that they have figured it all out. They learned it from the Messiah
Himself and His followers, who were all Jews. This would be similar to Chinese people who got
their information from the likes of Abraham Lincoln and the founding fathers and then came to
the American and tell him what certain constitutional laws really meant to say. They don’t need
to know how to read the language, since they got their information in Chinese and still got the
right interpretation from the founding fathers. As shown before Ezekiel 3:4-7 bears witness to
this fact. So Gentile don’t make their case based on their own knowledge, but based on what
Messiah has said.
Difference between Messianic Judaism and Pentecostals Evangelicals 29:30
Rabbi Tovia Singer claims that the only difference between Messianic Judaism and
Pentecostals Evangelicals is rabbinic Jewish customs. This is partially true. Although there are
religious expressions that are in conformity with rabbinic Judaism, because it has a lot of
beauty in it, this is not the only thing that separates us from Gentile Pentecostals
congregations. That the rabbi comes to this conclusion maybe because the traditions are all
outward expressions of the faith. But these traditions are in no way binding! So the expression
may be in agreement with traditional Jewish way, but the experience is anything but conform
traditional Judaism. If you go into a Messianic Congregation that observes Torah you
immediately notice the difference between that and a traditional Jewish meeting. As rabbi
Singer correctly points out in his lecture on “Sin and atonement” at 01:06:2001:08:55. The main
thing we and Gentile congregations disagree on is the centrality of the Torah, which, according
to mainstream Pentecostals, was abolished by Yeshua. However, there are more and more
Gentiles that see the importance of the Torah and observance of the Shabbat and feasts and
kosher laws (i.e. biblical kosher, NOT halachic kosher!), (and in some cases) teachings of
cleanliness due to the message Messianic Jews are spreading. Other than that, there are
hardly differences. That we make Kiddush and wear kippah does not “define” our Judaism!
Also, we use the Hebrew names, not necessarily for Jewish people, but to remind the gentile
believers that Yeshua and his disciples were all Jews, which is something the gentile believers
tend to forget and instead see them first and foremost as Christians. The Messiah is part of
Israel and the faith of the gentile believers is the inheritance of Israel, which they share in. Not
as the heirs, but as co-heirs to the promise God made to Abraham, that through him, all the
nations would be blessed. So it’s not a ploy “to lure Jews into Christianity”, but rather to set the
record straight with our gentile brothers in Lord Yeshua. Furthermore, I want to use the analogy
rabbi Singer uses in another setting: If you would step into a time machine and go back to
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those days, I would bet that if you would ask someone where Jesus, the son of Joseph was,
people would ask you what you were talking about. They didn’t know any Jesus, or Mary, or
James, or John, or Matthew, or Peter. But if you would ask for Yeshua ben Yosef, people
would know whom you were asking about. People were familiar with the names Yeshua,
Miryam, Ya’aqov, Yochanan, Mattityahu, Kefa. So it has nothing to do with “trying to sound
Jewish” because IT WAS JEWISH!
As for all the other slander of Messianic Judaism, I urge you to go and see for yourself and
meet Messianic Jews to see that if rabbi Tovia Singer’s allegations are correct or not. By now
you should know better than just to take rabbi Singer at his word. But rabbinic tradition is hardly
considered “keeping the commandments”. Furthermore, we have nothing against rabbinic
tradition. On the contrary: we find a lot of wisdom and beauty in the traditions. What we do
reject is the teaching that these traditions are Torah, given from God. That is simply untrue.
Even the New Testament makes the distinction between the Torah and the “tradition of the
Elders”. So either it’s from God and it’s not tradition or either its tradition and it is not from God.
Therefore, we see the beauty of the traditions and apply these traditions and don’t see them as
a bad thing, we absolutely do NOT see them as Torah and therefore, religiously binding, since
that claim can’t be substantiated from the Tenach. God is not interested in the Jewish ness of a
religion but in the truthfulness of people to his word. So if I must set aside my Jewish pride to
gain what I know to be true, the resurrected Messiah, then I will follow the example of the
apostle Sha’ul in Philippians 3:7-8 and do just that.
Yet more lies! Why? (40:10)
Then rabbi Tovia Singer expands on Gen. 49:10 and tells his audience about a Christian that
interpreted it in a certain way. But then rabbi Tovia Singer goes on to do something
remarkable. He presents that interpretation as “the” Christian position. If this is “the” Christian
position, then I wonder why this is the first time I have ever heard of it. This interpretation is
one I have never heard of! So instead of this being “the” Christian interpretation, this is just one
individual that understood the text as such.
Check your theology! (41:33)
Then rabbi Tovia Singer points us to Hoshea 3 to show that Jews aren’t supposed to have a
king. But, again, as I pointed out in the “Rabbi Singer Answers Questions” section, these things
don’t just happen “because the prophet says so”. There had to be something that caused this.
And because Israel, as a majority, rejected Yeshua’s sacrifice for their sins, his role as
mediator and High Priest, his role as their king, they don’t have these things. It is only when
they accept him in the latter days, these things will be restored. When they “turn to Yahweh,
their God, and David, their king” in the latter days. By the way, also notice that the text also
speaks about Israel not having idols. So what does that tell us? How many secular
Jews are into idolatry, séances and all that stuff? I thought that “Jews are not gonna have it”.
He then goes on to say that according to Christianity it all comes down to the sacrifice on
Calvary and that it teaches that you can be a lousy person, but if you believe in Yeshua, you’re
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saved. Where does the New Testament teach this? I dare rabbi Singer to come up with the
quote where the New Testament says that any lousy person is saved by just “believing”. What
the New Testament DOES teach is that belief with repentance is essential for salvation and
that without repentance that changes the lifestyle into God-fearing obedience, your belief is
worthless. Yet another misrepresentation of Messianic Jewish faith.
Ecclesiastes (49:50)
Rabbi Tovia Singer tries to demonstrate that sacrifices have no meaning to king Solomon. The
only problem is that he is using the wrong text to demonstrate this. What is Ecclesiastes all
about? It’s about things in life, how people live their lives in vain. What does it say about
atonement? NOTHING in any way, shape or form! So why use something that has nothing to
do with atonement to prove that it doesn’t say anything about Messiah’s atonement? What king
Solomon says, and who could disagree with him on that, is that as far as the way of life is
concerned, keeping Gods commandments is the best thing man can do, because all the rest
has no profit whatsoever. We can again, put the shoe on the other foot and say that king
Solomon says nothing about prayer, repentance and charity as well. What does that tell us
about these three important aspects of life? Nothing, because we understand that he isn’t
making a case about atonement, he is trying to explain that the best man can do in life is not to
pursue the things of his own heart, but to keep God’s commandments. That’s the conclusion of
a man that had it all, but saw no profit in them. One should ask, why rabbi Singer feels
compelled to make these baseless allegations time and time again?
No accounts of blood sacrifices in the Tenach (52:30)
Rabbi Tovia Singer then gives his audience something to think about. He asks his audience
that if sacrifices were so important, then why isn’t there one case of someone bringing
sacrifices for sins in the entire Tenach? This should make you wonder, right? Here is the
answer: because the Tenach emphasizes Gods mercy rather than the way to get atonement.
The Torah has already laid out the atonement system. Think about it: the Tenach deals with
just a few cases where people sinned. In those instances, when people are forgiven the
authors show God’s love for His people Israel and His compassion for them. Does this mean
that no one ever brought sacrifices for their sins? If the Bible kept count of every single sin in
Temple times and every single goat or lamb that was offered, the authors would still be writing
to this day, trying to keep track of sin sacrifices. However, the point the authors wanted to
make is to show the grace of God towards His people. But to say that no one ever brought
sacrifices when they sinned is to say that every one disregarded the Torah that explicitly
commands sacrifices to atone for sins. And if we are to believe the anti-missionaries (rabbi
Singer in particular), the Torah was too caught up with blood and the prophets, seeing this,
repudiated Torah-sacrifices, therewith rectifying the error that was made in the Torah. Sure!
The New Testament teaches reliance on man (1:01:30)
Again, I would advise you to read the New Testament and talk to Christians and see if they
“look horizontally” and not “up” instead of taking rabbi Singer at his word. Look at some of the
following references in the New Testament itself:
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Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and glorify your Father
which is in heaven…But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do
good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you;
That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his sun to rise on
the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust… Be ye therefore
perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect. (Mat 5:16,44-45,48)
Take heed that ye do not your alms before men, to be seen of them: otherwise ye have no
reward of your Father which is in heaven…After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father
which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. (Mat 6:1, 9)
Insomuch that the multitude wondered, when they saw the dumb to speak, the maimed to be
whole, the lame to walk, and the blind to see: and they glorified the God of Israel. (Mat 15:31)
And immediately he rose up before them, and took up that whereon he lay, and departed to his
own house, glorifying God. (Luke 5:25)
So when they had further threatened them, they let them go, finding nothing how they might
punish them, because of the people: for all [men] glorified God for that which was done… And
when they heard that, they lifted up their voice to God with one accord, and said, Lord, thou
[art] God, which hast made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and all that in them is: (Acts 4:21,
24)
Virtually all epistles in the New Testament start with words like: “I thank my God always on your
behalf, for the grace of God which is given you by Jesus [the Messiah].”
So take my advice and look for yourself. Only then you will know if there is any truth to rabbi
Singer’s allegations.
Celibacy (1:06:57)
Rabbi Singer then gives his audience the impression that the New Testament teaches that
celibacy is the way to go and that being married is something one should only consider when
one “burns”. He does so to demonstrate that “the biggest knackers” of the New Testament
were all bachelors in contrast to prophets in the Tenach. He then lists prophets who were
married with children, to prove how the teachings of the New Testament is anti-Tenach. But, as
is the custom of this rabbi, what he does again is not telling his audience the whole story and
conveniently leaves some of “the biggest knackers” in the Tenach out of his line-up. Why?
Because they don’t support the story he wants his audience to hear. What about Jeremiah?
What about Elijah? What about Elisha? It’s obvious why he doesn’t mention them! So what
does Paul mean? He is saying that all people, who give themselves to God in ministry, would
do good to stay single for the purpose of being able to completely give themselves to God
without having to consider (read: compromise), for example, how to feed their family, etc. What
is so wrong about that?
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Then the rabbi acts as if Messianic Judaism has anything against physical pleasure. This is
absolutely erroneous. What Messianic Judaism DOES teach, is that the lure of having too
much physical pleasure is always there and can overtake a person. And one should be careful
not to get too carried away in the process. And what is wrong about being worried about having
sex and afterwards going to a religious meeting? Notice that the question from “dear Abby” is
not just about having sex. It’s about having sex “on Sunday morning” (i.e. before the meeting)
and then going to the meeting right after. Doesn’t Torah teach us that after having sex, we are
physically unclean and remain unclean until the evening? Then why is this being ridiculed by
the rabbi? First we are ridiculed for NOT keeping the Torah and now we are ridiculed for asking
questions that are derived from the Torah. Rabbi Singer’s entire analysis is totally irrelevant.
Again you need to ask yourself the important question: Why does rabbi Singer use these
arguments and does he make claims that are just untrue and why does he have to be
inconsistent in his approach in order to make his story stick? I’ll let you decide for yourself.
In closing I would like to point you to an interesting lecture of a Jewish man called Mariano
Grinbank, who gives an interesting insight about the messianic teachings according to
traditional Jewish sources. You can find his lecture called “rabbinic Judaism” here:
http://calvarysantafe.org/player.php?ServiceID=90
See how you will find the traits of the Messiah in those sources. Rabbi Singer can say all he
wants about the Christian Messiah being foreign to Judaism, but his sources say otherwise.
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